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THE degree of rapidity With Which an explosive substance undergoes metamorphosis,

as also the nature and results of that metamorphosis, are, in the greater number of in-

stances,'susceptib1e of several modifications by variations of the circumstances under

Which the conditions essential to chemical change are fulfilled. Gun-cotton furnishes

an excellent illustration of the manner in Which such modifications may be brought
about. If a loose tuft or large mass of gun-cotton-wool be inflamed in open air by.
contact With, or proximity to, some source of heat, the temperature of Which is about

135° C. or upwards, it flashes into flame with a rapidity Which appears almost instan-

taneous, the change being attended by a dull explosion, and resulting in the formation

of vapours and gaseous products, of Which nitrogen—oxides form important consti-

tuents. If the gun—cotton be in the form of yarn, thread, woven fabric or paper, the
rapidity of its inflammation in open air is reduced in proportion to the compactness of

structure or arrangement of the twisted, Woven, or pulped material; and if it be con-
verted by pressure into compact masses, solid throughout, the rate of its combustion Will

be still further reduced. If to a limited surface of gun-cotton, When in the form of a fine
thread or of a compactly pressed mass, a source of heat is applied, the temperature of

Which is sufficiently high to establish the metamorphosis of the substance but not ade-

quate to inflame the products of that change (carbonic oxide, hydrogen, &c.), the rate
of burning is so greatly reduced that the gun-Cotton may be said to smoulder Without

flame, as shown by me in a communication to the Royal Society in 1864*; the reason

being that the products 0f change, Which consist of gases and vapours, continue, as they

escape into air, to abstract the heat developed by the burning gun-cotton so rapidly that

it cannot accumulate to an extent sufficient to develope the usual combustion, With flame,

of the material. For similar reasons, if gun—eotton be kindled in a rarefied atmosphere,

the-Change deve10ped Will be slow and imperfect in proportion to the degree of rare-

faction, so that, even if an incandescent Wire be applied, in a highly rarefied atmosphere,

to the gun-eotton, it can only be made to undergo the smouldering combustion, until
the pressure is sufficiently increased by the accumulating gases to reduce very greatly the

rate of abstraction, by these, of the heat necessary for the rapid combustion or explosion

of the substance? , .

If, on the contrary, the escape of the gases from burning gun-cotton be retarded, as

5" Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. Xiiii p. 213. 1“ Ibid. p. 205. .
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by enclosing it in an envelope or bag of paper, or in a vessel of which the opening is

loosely closed, the escape of heat is impeded until the gases develoPed can exert suffi-

cient pressure to pass away freely by bursting open the envelope or aperture, and the

result of the more 'or less brief confinement of the gases is a more rapid or Violent ex-
plosion, and. consequently more perfect metamorphosis of the gun—cotton. So, within

obvious limits, the explosion of gun-eotton by the application of flame or any highly

heated body is more perfect in proportion to the amount of resistance offered in the

first instance to the escape of the gases ; in other words, in proportion 'as the strength of

the receptacle enclosing the gun-ootton, and the consequent initial pressure developed by

the explosion, is increased. Hence, while gun-cotton has been found too rapid or‘

vio1ent in its explosive action when confined in guns, and has proved a most formidable»

agent of destruction if enclosed in metal shells or other strong receptacles, it has hitherto

been found comparatively harmless as an explosive agent if inflamed in open air or
‘ only confined in weak receptacles.

Other explosive compounds, and also explosive mixtures, are similarly influenced,:

though generally not in such variOus ways, by the circumstances attending their meta-

morphosis. Thus the rapidity of the explosion of gunpowder is modified by variations

in its density and state of division, and in the degree of facility afforded for the escape
of the generated. gases, and consequently of the heat which is disengaged during the

explosion. Mereurie fulrninate may be inflamed in open air upon a piece of very thin
sheet metal without indenting it, and furnishes under these Circumstances a compara-

tively feeble explosion ; but if even a very much smaller quantity be enclosed in a case

or receptacle made of the same description of sheet metal, the latter will be shattered

into many pieces when the fulminate is inflamed, and the explosion will be attended

by a Violent report. i _

Modifications, apparently slight, of the manner in which the source of heat is applied to‘

these explosive agents, when exposed to air under circumstances in other respects uniform,

Suffice to modify the character of their explosions in a remarkable manner. Thus a modi-
fication of the position in which the source of heat is placed with reference to the body of

a. charge of gunpowder, which is only partially confined, 'suffice to alter altogether the
character of the explosion produced. This is illustrated by the following experiment.

A cylindrical ease of sheet tin, 2'5 inchesdiameter, 6 inches long, and open at one

end to its full diameter, was inserted up to its opening in stiff clay soil, which was
tightly rammed round it. The cylinder was filled with fine-grain gunpowder (about 1 1b.),

and the charge was inflamed by means of a small electric fuse inserted just beneath the
exposed surface of powder. The latter burned with a Violent rushing sound, similar to,

only of much less duration than that produced by the first ignition of a rocket, and indi-

cating a rapidly successive ignition of layers of the powder. The canister was split open
in the soldered seam: but was not thrown out of the hole. A small quantity of earth
was thrown up, but fell back into the hole. A second corresponding charge of gun-

powder Was arranged in precisely the same manner as in the preceding experiment,
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and was inflamedby means of an electric fuse placed at the bottom of the charge. A

loud explosion was produced; much earth was thrown up and scattered, the bottom of

thetin case was foundin the crater produced, but the bodyof the case was not recoe ‘

vered; it had evidently been proj ected to a considerable distance. In this experiment
the main body of the charge obviously acts, at the moment of ignition, as tamping does

in a blast-hole, by presenting a resistance to the escape of the gases generated, and thus

for a moment establishing the pressure essential to the violent or perfect explosion of

the portion of gunpowder first inflamed, whereupon the same character of explosion eX-

tends throughout the charge.
Melcuric fulminate furnishes still more striking illustrations of the manner in which

the position of the source of heat, with reference to the main body of the explosive ma-

terial to be inflamed, influences the character of the explosion. In pursuing some eX-

periments, to be presently discussed, on the explosion of gun-cotton, I was led to com-

pare. the effects obtained by the explosion of small charges of mercuric fulminate, closely
confined, with those produced by comparatively large quantities of that substance freely

exposed to air. In firing the latter by means of small electric fuses, I was surprised to

find, on the one hand, that a small quantity (0°65 grm.::10 grains) of the fulminate

produced occasionally a very much more Violent explosion than was obtained with double

the quantity of. the same fulminate inflamed apparently in the same way, and, onthe
other hand, that equal quantities of the fulminate, successivelyinflam'ed, produced, in

one instance, a dull report such as is well known to be furnished when flame is applied

to a small quantity of freely exposed fulminate, while in the other instance a very'sharp

detonation was obtained, like that observed when a small quantity of closely confined

fulminate is exploded. Believing that this remarkable difference of result might per-

. haps be caused by a variation in the force of explosion of the small electric fuse, Irsubi
stituted a platinum-wire for the latter as the inflaming agent, and still the same variable
results were obtained. These were at first thought to be due to a variation in the sur-
face of the fulminate heated at one time, but they were soon traced to variations in

the position of the source of heat. [1‘32 grin. (25 grains) and. 2°64—~grms. (50 grains) of
the fulminate, inflamed by allowing the incandescent wire just to touch the. top or.

edge of the heap, exploded with a dull report, and produced no effect upon the thin

flat plate of copper sheet upon which they rested ; but about 1 grin. (155 grains) of the

same fulminate, heaped up over the platinum-wire, produced a sharp and Violent explo-

sion, the force of which deeply indented and bent up the support of sheet copper.

Equal quantities of the fulminate were made to explode feebly or detonate Violently at

pleasure, simply by varying their arrangement with reference to the position of the
source of heat.

A few substances, of which the metamorphosis into gaseous products and vapours is

developed by much less powerful impulses from without than those just instanced, the
explosion of which is therefore determined by butulittle elevation of temperature or by

3 U 2
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the application of slight disturbing impulses of a mechanical or chemical nature, woflhh

appear at first sight only to a small extent susceptible of modifying influences similar to
the above. The direct application of, but little heat, or the production of a slight

increase of temperature by gentle friction or pressure, or by the development of chemical

action in some very small portions of the mass, suflices to explode the chloride 01*

iodide of nitrogen, or silver-fulminate; and the explosion of one particle developes. an

impulse so greatly in excess of that required to disturb the chemical equilibrium

existing among the molecules of the mass, that instantaneous decomposition ensues

throughout. The great proneness to change of these substances when exposed to a

slight disturbing influence, is illustrated by the fact that a concussion imparted to the

air in a spacious apartment in which the iodide of nitrogen has been placed, by means

of a small explosion 01~ detonation, or even by the Violent slamming of a door, suffices to

bring about the explosion of that substance. But even if these bodies be so confined

that an initial resistance is offered to the escape of the gaseous products of their explo-

sion, the Violence of the detonation is greatly increased, the development of explosive

force being restricted to the instant of rupture of the envelope by the compressed gases.

Thus the Violence of explosive force exerted by a small quantity of silver—fulminate, con-
fined in a case of stout sheet metal, is very decidedly greater than if a corresponding

quantity be enclosed in metal foil, or freely exposed to air and inflamed in the same
manner. The Violence of explosion of iodide of nitrogen has been found to be very
decidedly increased by enclosing it in an evelope 01' shell of plaster of Paris, or, better

still, in a case of sheet metal, while the chloride of nitrogen explodes With but compa-

ratively little Violence unless it is confined. The reputation which this substance has

enjoyed of being the most Violent explosive body known, appears to have been due to

the fact that experiments on its explosion have always been conducted. with a covering

of water upon the material. Three or four drops (about 0'14 grm.:2 grains) placed

in a watchnglass covered only with a thin layer of water, explode with a sharp report

when touched with turpentine, and almost pulverize the glass; but similar quantities,

of which the upper surfaces were exposed to air, have been repeatedly exploded in

watch-glasses without breaking the latter. 2 grms. 0f the chloride, contained in a watch-

glass, and covered with a thin layer of water, were placed upon a small solid cylinder of

hard pap’ier maché which rested upon paving. A Violent explosion was produced by

touching the chloride with turpentine, the wateh-glass was pulverized and dispersed, and

the cylinder was greatly shattered, fragments being projected in all directions. 4 grms.

0f the chloride, with the upper surface eXposed to air and placed upon a similar cylinder

of papier macké, produced a comparatively very feeble explosion ; the‘watch-glass was

broken, but the cylinder was not in the slightest degree affected, and remained undis-

turbed in its original position. A repetition of the experiment with 4 grms. of the

chloride, enclosed by a thin layer of water, produced complete disintegration of the

cylinder. It appears from these results that in the case of the chloride of nitrogen,

the decomposition of which is of an instantaneous character, the resistance offered at the
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moment by the layer of water acts as effectually in intensifying the force of explosion,

as a thin sheet metal case does with the mercuric fulminate, or as a strong iron shell,‘
with gun-cotton or gunpowder.

The product of the action of nitric acid upon glycerine, which is known as nitrogly-w

cerine or glonoine, and which, as regards its power of sudden explosion, bears some

resemblance to the chloride and iodide of nitrogen, appears to be susceptible of only

two varieties of decomposition. If a sufficient source of heat be applied to some portion

of a mass of this liquid in open air, it will inflame and burn gradually withOut any

explosive effect ; and even when nitroglycerine is confined, the development of its explo-

sive force by the simple application of flame or of other sources of heat, by the ordinary

modes of operation, is difficult and very uncertain. But if the substance be submitted,
to a sudden concussion, such as is produced by a smart though not very violent blow

from a hammer upon some rigid surface on which the nitroglycerine rests, the latter
explodes with a sharp detonation, just as is the case with gun—eotton. Only that portion

of the explosive agent detonates which is immediately between the two surfaces brought

into sudden collision; the confinement of this portion between the hammer and the

support, combined with the instantaneous decomposition of the portion struck, prevent

any surrounding freely exposed portions from being similarly exploded by the detonation.

A similar result is obtained if any explosive compound or mixture be submitted to a

sufficiently sharp and Violent blow, but the tendency of surrounding particles to become

inflamed by the detonatlon is in direct proportion to the rapidity of explosive action of

the substances.

The practical difficulties and uncertainty which attend attempts to develope'the explo-

sive force of nitroglycerine by the agency of flame or the simple application of any

highly heated body, even when the material is confined in strong receptacles (such as
iron shells or firmly tamped blast-holes), appeared fatal to any useful application of the

powerful explosive properties of this substance, until M. ALFRED NOBEL’S persevering

labours to utilize nitroglycerine, eventually resulted in the discovery of a method by

whieh the explosive power of the liquid could be developed with tolerable certainty.

M. NOBEL first employed gunpowder as a vehicle for the application of nitroglycerine.

By impregnating the grains of gunpowder with that liquid, he added considerably to the

destructive force of the powder when exploded in the usual way, in closed receptacles.

M. NOBEL’S subsequent endeavours to apply nitroglycerine per 86 were based upon the

belief that its explosion might be effected by raising some portion of a quantity of the
liquid to the temperature necessary for its Violent decomposition, whereupon an initiative

explosion, would be produced which would determine the explosion of any quantity of

the substance. ' a

I have never succeeded in effecting the explosion of nitroglycerine by simply bringing

it into contact with an inflamed or. incandescent body, but the following results illustrate

the manner in which a source of heat may operate in accomplishing the explosion of

this substance.
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A piece of very thin platinum Wire, stretched across between the terminals of two
insulated copper wires, was immersed in nitroglycerine ; these wires were connected

with a BUNSEN battery of five large cells, and a second pieCe of platinum-wire, similar
to that immersed in the liquid, was introduced into the circuit. This was then com-

pleted, with the intervention of a long piece of platinum-wire between one of the con-

ducting—wires and the battery. The resistance presented by this interposed platinum-

wire was gradually reduced by shortening it, until ultimately the short platinum-

wire not immersed in the nitroglycerine was fused. The latter was not exploded nor

inflamed, nor was the wire enclosed in it fused, the heat developed in the latter being

rapidly absorbed by the surrounding liquid and removed by convection. A very much

thicker platinum-wire was now substituted for the thin one and immersed in the liquid;

a second short piece was not interposed in the circuit in this instance, but a long plati-

numnwire, of the same thickness as the above, was employed, as a means of gradually

reducing the resistance in circuit. When the length of this wire had been reduced to

5 inches, it was raised to bright redness ; this state of things was maintained for about

one minute, but the short wire in the nitroglycerine did not glow at the expiration of

that period, nor did the liquid exhibit any signs of change, but the glass vessel contain-

ing it had become very warm. The long platinumnwire was then removed, and the full

battery-power was passed into the short wire immersed in the liquid. After the lapse

of about one minute the latter began to assume a brownish colour (like that of a solution

of iron), which rapidly deepened, though no red vapours were perceptible in the upper

portion of the vessel, until after the lapse of 90 seconds, when the nitroglycerine
exploded with great Violence. ,

Attempts were afterwards made to explode nitroglycerine by means of the electric

spark. The bare terminals of two insulated wires were immersed in the liquid, in close

proximity to each other, and it was endeavoured to pass charges from a Leyden jar ; but

the insulatingpower of the liquid prevented the passage of the spark between the

immersed points. These were then arranged so as to barely touch the surface of the

liquid, and powerful sparks were several times passed, but without result. The sparks
from a RUHMKORFF coil with a Leyden jar attached were then allowed to pass uninter-

ruptedly between the poles, which were just touching the liquid, the latter being splashed
up by the discharges. In a few seconds the surface of the liquid darkened, and in 30

seconds it exploded.

It is evident from these results that nitroglyceiine can only be ewploded by electric
agency or by dilect application of any other source of heat, if the intensity of the latter,

or the period during which it is applied, suffices to develope decomposition in some

portion of the liquid; gwhen once this is established, the temperature is soon raised by

accumulation of heat(especia11y if the application of external heat be continued) until it
attains the point at which explosion oCcnrs*.

9* In experiments instituted some time since on the action of heat upon nitroglyoerine, I found that a small

4quantity (one or two drops) of pure nitroglycerine, if exposed to a very graduallyincreasing temperature, might

be raised to 193° 0. (380° F.) without the occurrence of an explosion; the liquid sustained slow decomposition
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M. NOBEL has. described various devices fer effecting this so-called initiative explosion

of some portion of a nitroglycerine charge, of which evidently the most successful are
the explosion of a small, confined charge of gunpowder, or of a large purcussion—cap,

when immersed in. or placed immediately over the nitroglycerine. M. NOBEL, however,
classes these two modes of ignition in which an explosion or detonation is applied as the

exploding agency together with various others in which the simple application of a high

temperature to some portions of the nitroglycerine is proposed as the means of explo-

 

until it was entirely deprived of explosive properties. A larger quantity enclosed in a sealed tube was exposed

for four days to a temperature of 100° 0. without exploding. At the expiration of that period the liquid had

assumed a brownish colour, but this gradually disappeared altogether after the tube had cooled down ;, and when

the latter was opened after the lapse of some days, there was no pressure of gas, nor did the liquid exhibit

the slightest acidity. In this instance the decomposition, probably resulting in the liberation of the nitrogen-

oxides, was established by the continued exposure to 100°, and would doubtless, as in the ease of the electric ex,—

periments, have» gradually increased if the application of heat had been continued until the internal develop—

ment of. heat had resulted in explosion. ‘ A

The difference in the behaviour ‘of nitroglycerine and gun—ootton, when exposed to the influence ‘of a source

of heat (apart from the difference in the heat required for their explosion), is evidently due principally to the

difference in their physical condition. When a heated body is applied to nitroglycerine, the liquid nature of

the latter leads to the distribution through its mass of the heat applied, with rapidity sufficient to render the

ignition of the but slightly volatile liquid a matter of difiioulty, even by the application of a very highly heated

body, such as a red-hot wire or rod, or a piece of burning wood ; and when the liquid is actually inflamed it

burns at first, non-explosively, because the increase in temperature‘ of the body of liquid (or of that part pre-

sented by the burning surface) which is necessary for developing its sudden decomposition or explosion, takes

place only gradually. But if by establishment of a slow decomposition throughout or in some portion of the:

nitroglycerine, a tendency to disruption of the constituent molecules is developed, the disturbance of chemical

equilibrium favours the action of any impulse from without, such as the direct application of heat, so that the

violent explosion or sudden decomposition of the mass is determined by applying heat to an extent which would,

under normal conditions, be quite inadequate to bring about such a result.

In the case of the solid and badly conducting substance gun-ootton, when a source of heat just sufficient for

its ignition is applied to any portion, the heat is not diminished by distribution through the mass, hence the

particles of gun~ootton contiguous to the source of heat are inflamed almost immediately. If the gun-eotton

be in a loose or porous condition (6. g. in the form of wool or of loosely wound thread), the entire mass will in-

flame with suoh rapidity as to produce a species of explosion, on account of the rapid penetration to the sur-

rounding particles of the heat resulting from the first ignition; but if it be in a compact (compressed) mass, in

Which the oontiguity of particles more nearly approaches that of the particles in the liquid nitroglycerine, the

gun-ootton proceeds to burn gradually from the exterior towards the centre of the mass.

If gun—ootton be exposed to a source of heat insuficimt for its ignition, the heat will gradually accumulate in

those parts most contiguous to the source, spreading with comparative tardiness through the mass. A twofold

resultwill then be obtained; heat eventually accumulates to an extent sufficient to establish chemical change

in the mass, which becomes greatest near the source of heat, so that, if the application of the latter be not inter—

rupted, the temperature requisite for ignition will be speedily attained in those portions: the result will, how--

ever, be no longer the simple inflaming of the gun—ootton with more or less rapidity, but an explosion will ensue,

as in the ease of nitroglycerine, the Violence being proportionate to the heat which has accumulated, and to the

extent to which a disturbance of chemical equilibrium has been established.

Frequent confirmations of this View have been obtained in the course of my investigations on the effects of heat

upon gun-ootton. The violence of explosion of samples of gun-ootton confined in flasks with not ,very narrow
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Ision ; and although, in his published description of these various methods, he refers to

difficulties in developing explosion by those which relate to the simple application of
flame or other heated body to the nitroglycerine, yet he refers the effect produced by

the confined charge or the percussion-cap only to the heat developed by the ignition of

*these exploding agents. . ,
The circumstance that nitroglycerine, or any preparation of that substance, may be vio-

"1ent1y exploded when freely exposed to air, by the explosion in contact with it of a small

 

necks which had been for some time previously undergoing decomposition (from long-continued exposure to

temperatures considerably below its inflaming-point), was always very much greater than would have been the

case had gun—cotton in the flasks been ignited by the momentary application of a highlyheated body. It would

appear, from temperature—observations carried on during experiments of this kind (Phil. Trans. vol. clvii. pp.

197, 223, 226), that in those instances the great Violence of explosion was to be ascribed in part to the rapid

"accumulation of heat in the mass of gun-cotton when the decomposition had reached particular stages; but

"there can be no question that, at the period immediately preceding the explosion, the gun—cotton was in a state

of high chemical tension, and readily susceptible of instantaneous chemical change throughout, just as a Rupert’s

~drop is readily susceptible of Violent mechanical disintegration 3 so that the passage from gradual to instanta—

neous and therefore most Violent decomposition, would occur as soon as the accumulation of heat attained the

point at which a suflicient disturbing impulse was imparted to the mass.

The following series of experiments appear confirmatory in their results of the conclusions drawn from the

accidental results obtained in the experiments just alluded to.

A wide test—tube was filled to about one-fourth with gun—cotton, the mouth of the tube was left open, and

‘the gun—cotton was inflamed by means of 'a platinum—wire heated by electricity. A faint explosion was the

result, accompanied by a considerable body of flame, and a portion of the gun—cotton was projected from the

tube unburned.

The experiment was repeated, the tube being immersed for several minutes in a water—bath at a temperature

of 100° 0., so that the gun-cotton was raised throughout to that temperature immediately before it was inflamed.

The explosion was decidedly, though not very greatly, mere vehement than before 5 the tube was not shattered.

A broad piece of thin platinum-foil, about 2 inches long, wasmattached by its two sides to copper wires leading

'to the poles of a battery, suflflcient resistance being introduced into the circuit to prevent the foil from being

raised to a higher temperature than 90°-—100O when the circuit was completed. The wires were approached to

each other, so that the strip of foil formed a species of tube open at both ends and down the side. “A similar

quantity of gun—cotton to that used in the preceding experiments was placed inside this tube, being therefore

nearly surrounded by the foil. The whole arrangement was then introduced into a test—tube, like those used

"in the preceding experiments, and the voltaic circuit was completed. In the course of a few minutes the odour
of decomposing gun—cotton was perceptible at the opening of the tube 3 faint nitrous vapours were soon after-

wards observed, and within about fifteen minutes after the first application of heat, the gun—cotten exploded

very sharply with only a faint flash, and the tube was shattered and Violently dispersed.

The great violence of the explosion at Woolwich, in 1866, of about 140 lbs. of gun—cotton which had been
exposed to. elevated temperatures for ten months, and of which some packages, very imperfectly purified, were
known to be in a state of decomposition at the tiine (Phil. Trans. vol. clvii. p. 243 625 369.), can scarcely be only
ascribed to the circumstances that the gun—cotton had been closely packed in strong cases, and that the packages
of gun—cotton were at a temperature of about 50° C. at the time of the explosion. When the decomposition,
established in some small portion of the gun-cotton, had attained the condition resulting in explosion, a large
quantity of the material was in a state of incipient change and, therefore, in a favourable condition for sudden
metamorphosis; and this cirCumstance must have greatly contributed to the suddenness and consequent Violence
of the explosion.
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confined charge of gunpowder, or of a detonating substance, while other modes of eX-
plosion by the application of heat or flame, which have been described by M. NOBEL,

only develope explosion under special conditions, points to a decided difference between

the action of the two modes of ignition, and appears to indicate that it is not simply the

heat developed by the chemical change of the gunpowdero1 detonating powdel which

dete1mines the explosion of the n1t1001yce11ne

An expeiimental investigation of this subject has left no doubt 011 my mind that the

explosion of nitroglycerine through the agency of a small detonation is due, at any rate

111 part, to the mechanical effect of that detonation, and that this effect may Operate 1n

exploding the nitroglycerine quite independently of any direct action of the heat disen-

gaged by the gunpowder or other detonating charge

I was led to examine into this question by an inteiesting and important observation

iecently made by my Assistant, M1. E. 0. BROWN, 1n connexion with gun-cotton. The

fact that the Violent explosion of this substance cannot be developed except when it is

confined in receptacles of some strength has been up to the present time accepted as

indisputable. It occurred, however, to Mr. BROWN that as gun-cotton is analogous in its

nature and operation as an explosive agent to nitroglycerine, differing principally from

that substance in the rapidity and Consequent Violence of its explosion, it might also,

like nitroglycerine, be susceptible of Violent explosion when unconfined, by being ignited

through the agency of detonation. This proved to be the case; for upon exploding

a small charge of detonating powder in contact with, or in the immediate Vicinity to,

compressed gun—cotton freely exposed to air, instead of the latter being simply inflamed

and then burning gradually, as would be the case if it were brought into contact with

flame or any sufficient source of heat, it explodes with great Violence, exerting a destruc—

tive action equal to that of nitroglycerine, and decidedly greater than that produced by

gun-cottOn when exploded under the conditions hitherto believed to be those most

favourable to the full development of its explosive force. The explosion of a small

mass of compressed gun-cotton in this manner suffices to determine the similarly violent

and apparently simultaneous explosion of small detached masses of the same material,

which may indeed be placed at distances of 0'5 to 1 inch from the original source of
the explosion or from each other. , Thus, rows of detached masses of gunwcotton, placed

on the ground and extending 4: or 5 feet, have ”been explOded with most destructive

results, by the firing of a small detonating tube in contact with the piece of compressed

gun-cotton which formed one extremity of the row'or train, the explosion of the entire

quantity being apparently instantaneous and equally Violent throughout.

In the filst expe1in1ents instituted with the View of asceitaining the conditions to

be fulfilled f01 ensu1ing the development of the violent actio11,01 fo1accomphshlnO

the detonation of gun-cotton when pe1fectly unconfi11ed, the following points weie 1'
obse1vecl:-——-

1. If a confined charge of mercuric fulminate be placed in contact with, 01‘ bur1ed 111

gun-ootton which is in the form of wool or spun yarn, its explosion does not develope the

Violent action of the gun—cotton, as would be the case if the latter were in the form of

MDCCCLXIX. . 8 X
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a compact, hard and homogeneous mass (as obtained by submitting finely divided gunm
cotton to powerful pressure). The light and loose gun—eotton is simply scattered With

Violence; portions of it are sometimes ignited by the flame of the exploding fulmi—
nate, the latter result being obtained With greater certainty, the less Violent the detona-

tion produced by the fulminate-charge. .

2. The detonation of a small mass of compressed gun-cotton, freely exposed to air, by

means of a mercuric fulminate-oharge, does not accomplish the explosion 0f light gun-

cotton-«wool or yarn placed in immediate contact With it ; the latter is scattered and par-

tially inflamed, as in the preceding ease *.
3. If the detonation of the fulminate-oharge Which is placed in contact With a mass

of compressed gun~cotton is not sufficiently Violent or sharp to effect the explosion, the

solid mass is shattered and Violently dispersed ; if the detonation isupon the verge of

that required for determining the Violent explosion of the gun-cotton, no inflammation

of the latter takes place; but if the explosion of the fulrninate-charge is comparatively

feeble, portions of the gun-eotton are inflamed at the moment of dispersion of the mass.
4; Explosive substances Which are inferior to mercuric fulminate in the suddenness.

and consequent momentary Violence of their detonation, cannot be relied upon to effect
the Violent explosion of freely exposed gun—cotton, even if employed in comparatively

considerable quantities. Thus, even ordinary percussion-eap composition, Which consists

of a mixture of merCuric fulminate and potassio chlorate, cannot be used for the detonaé

tion of freely exposed gunneotton unless a much more considerable amount be used than:

is necessary of pure mercuric fulminate for that purpose. Many other detonating mix-

tures, exploding less rapidly and Violently than the above (6. 9. very carefully prepared

mixtures of sulphide of antimony, potassie ferro» and ferrioyanides, plumbio ferrocyanide,

and potassio pierate, With the chlorates), have been tried Without success in very oon~
siderable quantities, as agents for developing the detonation of gun-cotton in open air.

5. The quantity of confined mercuric fulminate required to effect the detonation of

freely exposed gunneotton, is regulated by the degree to Which the sharpness of its explo-

sion is increased by the extent of accumulation of force, consequent upon the strength of

envelope in Which the fulminate is confined. From 1'3 to 2'0 grms. (20 to 30 grains)

are required to detonate the gun—cotton, if the fulminate be confined in a thin ease of

wood, or in several wrapping of paper, While the same result can be produced With

0'32 grin. (5 grains) if that amount be confined in a cap of thin sheet metal.

If the fulminate be placed in a Wide paper cylinder open at the tep, Which is rested

upon the gnn—eotton-surface, or if it be placed in a heap directly upon. the surface of

gun-"otton, and if in either instance the Violent explosion of the fulminate be effected

through the agency of a platinum-Wire placed at the 60536 of the heap, about 2 grms.

(25 to 30 grains) of fulrninate Will also accomplish the detonation of the gun—cotton, the

*9 If two disks of compressed gun—eotton be firmly attached to opposite sides of the metal case Which

contains the minimum charge of fulminate required to produce detonation, When confined, the desired result

Will be produced ,- but if the disk be simply rested loosely against the sides of the metal case, they Will only be

Violently thrown aside.
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violent action of the fuhninate being,‘ 1n these instances, developed by the confinement

of the portions first 1gn1ted 1n a weak envelope, wh1eh consists partly or entirely of the

surrounding or superineumbent fulminate (see p. 491)*. 1
6. It need perhaps scarcely be stated that the degree of proximity of the-detonating

Charge to the gun-eotton, which is essential for the explosion of the 1atter,1s regulated
by the Violence of the detonation p1oduced. O32 grn1. (5 grains) of fuhninate enclosed
1n a metal cap must be placed111 close contact with (75. 6. Close1y sunoflnded by) the 1111-

oonfined gun—cotton, 1n orde1 to effect its explosion, While 1o grm. (20 g1a1ns), Similarly

confined, will produce the same result 1f placed at least 015 1nch distant from the surface

of the compressed gun-cotton. ‘ 1

The foregoing facts appear to point to the mechanical action of a detonation as being

the real cause of the Violent explosion of freely exposed gun-cotton or nitroglycerine.

At any rate they appear to indicate decisively that such explosion 1s not a result of the

direct application of the heat developed by the explosion of the detonating materials.

If it were so, then the detonating mixture described as percussionuoap composition9 and.

other explos1ve mixtures, the ignition of which is attended by much greater deve1op1nent

of heat than 18 obta1ned by the ignition of pure mercuric f111n11nate5 should explode
freely exposed gun-cotton more readily than the latter does; the readiness with which

the gun—cotton 1s exploded should be solely proportionate to the amount of fulminate

employed; and gun-cotton should be more readily exploded in the loose and open con-

d1t1on than 111 the compact and h1ghly compressed form ; for the latter presents it 111

the eond1t1on least favourable, and the former that most favourable to ready and rapid
ignition by heat. Again, the actual temperature required for the explosion of nitrogly—

cer1ne 18. very considerably higher than the exploding temperature of gun-«eotton; the

former may be heated to a temperature of 1930 C. (380° F.) for Some time without eX-

ploding, while the latter inflames at a temperature of 150° 0., yet a much smaller charge

(not more than 0'2 of the amount) of fulminate suffices for the explosion of unconfined
nitroglycerine than it needed for the detonation of gun-eotton 11. On the other hand, a

quantity of confined percussion-oap composition which,1f it were pure mercuric fu1n11~

nate, would be altogether inadequate for the detonation of gun-cotton, suffices for the

detonation of nitroglycerine.

Although the foregoing facts appear to afford indisputable evidence that the direct

applicat1on of heat, from an exploding charge of detonating powder, is not concerned

in developing the Violent action of gunncotton or nitroglycerine, an attempt has been

made to devise some experiments in which the detonation of e1ther of those substances

by the agency described should be accomplished 111 such a manner as to interpose an

effectualbarrier between the material to be explOded and the heated gases or flame

11“ 324 grms. (50 grains) of the fulminate heaped upon the gun-eotton-surface as 111 the above experiments,

but inflamed at the top of the heap, £11185. to explode 011 0Ven to inflame the gun-~cotton.

“1" About 324 grms. (50230111aims) of chloride of nitrogen, confined by water, are requ11ed for the detonation of

gun—cotton, whereas 01 grm. (15 0rain) of the ch10r1de,sim11ar1y confined, suffices to detonate nitroglycerine.

3X2
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resulting from the ignition 0f the charge of fulminate destined to furnish the initiative
detonation. . V

Some small pellets (0'5 inch in diameter) of compressed gun-ootton saturated with

nitroglycerine were placed in a cylindrical wooden case open at one end and fixed at
the bottom of a trough of water; the eir-spaoes between the separate pellets were

thus occupied by water, the height of which above the charge was about one foot.

An electric fuse, primed with 2'6 grms. (40 grains) of mercuric fulminate and rendereci

thoroughly waterproof by being ooated'with a cement composed of gutta percha and

pitch, was weighted and placed at the bottom of the trough, on one side of the cylinder
and at a distance of 2 inches from it. The detonation of the fulminate did not explode
the charge; the experiment was then repeated, the water-speoe which intervened be—

tween the fuse and the wooden cylinder being reduced to 1 inch. In this instance the

firing of the fuse exploded the immersed pellets, the water was projected to a great
height, the trough was broken into small fragments, and a crater was formed in the

ground upon which it rested. This experiment was repeated with the same results.

A. small cylinder about 1 inch in diameter and 2 inches long of compressed gun-ootton,

saturated with nitroglycerine, was enclosed in a paper case, which was thickly coatect

with the gutta-percha cement. A screen of thin sheet copper, 4 inches square, was

placed at the bottom of a trough and the wateiproofed charge of explosive material. was

weighted and placed upon one side of the screen at 0'25 inch distance from it. A water—
proofed electric fuse primed with 2'6 grins. (40 grains) of mercuric fuhninate was
placed on the other side of the screen at a distance of 1 inch from the latter; the trough

was then filled. with water, so that the screen, charge, and fuse were each surrounded

and separated by the liquid. In the first experiment, the explosion of the fuse did not

affect the charge? but upon repeating the experiment with a fuse placed at a distance of

0'75 inch from the screen? the charge was Violently exploded as in the former experiment.

A precisely similar experiment was tried with cylinders consisting of compressed gun~

cotton only, and enveloped in coatings of some thickness of the gutta-peroha cement;

but even when the charge and the fuse were placed close to the sides of the screen

which separated them under water, the gun-ootton was not eXploded by the detonation

of the fulminate; the same negative result was obtained when a fuse (enveloped in

the waterproof coating) was placed immediately upon a gun-ootton charge enclosed in

the paper case and waterproof cement, and exploded under water or in Open air. These

negative results were instructive, as indicating that the thick yielding envelope which

enclosed the gun-ootton charge (possiblyassisted by the thin air-oushion by which the

enclosed charge was also surrounded) served to protect the comparatively less sensitive

explosive material, gun-ootton, by reducing or absorbing the power of the blow 01' con-

oussion (or whatever the disturbing impulse may be). The same description of envelope

did not protect the more readily explosive substance, nitroglycerine, as the preceding
experiment showed. - '

A cylinder of gun-ootton, enclosed in a water-tight case of thin sheet metal, and
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immersed in water, was Violently exploded by a fulminate-fulse which was placed by its

side, with about 025 inch of intervening water. In this instance, therefore, the ex?

ploding power of the fuse was not absorbed by the envelope which enclosed the gun-

cotton.
Some nitroglycerine, contained in a glass beaker, was placed at the bottom of a trough

filled with water; a fulrninate-fuse, placed at a distance of 2 inches from the side of the

beaker, failed to fire the nitroglycerine; but when the intervening water was reduced to

little more than 1 inch, the detonation of the fuse exploded the nitroglycerine.

A 12-pound cast-iron shell (0'75 inch thick, and 4'45 inches internal diameter) was

filled about one-half with small granules of gun-cotton impregnated with nitroglycerine.
The shell was then filled with water, and a waterproof fulrninate—fuse was inserted

through the plug which closed the shell. The fuse and each separate granule of the

explosive agent were therefore surrounded by water. Upon ignition of the fuse, the

shell (which was placed in a very strong room) exploded with a Violent report, and was

broken into very small fragments, the greater number of which were buried in the

timber which lined the cell.

A similar shell was half filled with the same explosive agent; the spaces between the

granules and the empty portion of the shell were then filled with a thin plaster of Paris

mixture, and a fulrninate-fuse was imbedded in the solid plaster which filled the upper

half of the shell. The explosion of the fuse was attended by a precisely similar result

to that obtained in the preceding experiment.

It is believed that these experiments, together with the facts regarding the behaviour

of gun-cotton which have been stated in the earlier part of this paper, afford convincing

proof that the Violent explosion of gun-cotton and nitroglycerine through the agency of

a detonating fuse must be ascribed either to the mechanical effect of that detonation

(i. 6. to the work done upon the particles more immediately exposed to theblow or con-

cusSion of the detonation), or to the develoPment of a disturbance of chemical equili-

brium in the explosive agent by the suddenness and peculiar character of the concussion,

or by the powerful Vibrating impulse which the detonation establishes.

The readiness and certainty with which gunpowder, gun-cotton, and other explosive

substances may be detonated through the agency of a blow from a hammer or a falling

body9 are regulated by several circumstances; they are in direct proportion to the weight

of the falling body, to the height of its fall, or the force with which it is impelled down-

wards, to the velocity of its motion, to the mass and rigidity, or hardness, of the support

or anvil upon which the body falls; to the quantity and mechanical condition of the

explosive agent struck, and to the ready explosibility of the latter. Thus a sharp blow

from a small hammer upon an iron surface will detonate gunpowder with very much

greater certainty than the simple fall of a heavy hammer, or than a comparatively weak

blow from the latter. It is very difficult, by repeated blows applied at very brief

intervals, to ignite gun-cotton, if placed upon a support of wood or lead, both of which

materials yield to the blow, the force set into operation by that blow being transferred

through the explosive agent and absorbed in work done upon the material composing
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the support. If, however, the latter he of 113011, Which does not yield permanently to the

blow of the hammer, the detonation of these substances is readily accomplished. If the

quantity of explosive agent employed be so considerable as to form a thick layer between

the hammer and support, the force applied appears to be to so great an extent absorbed

in the motion imparted to the particles of the compressible mass, that its explosion is

not readily accomplished; and if the material be in a loose or porous eendition (as9 for

example, in a state of powder er of loose wool)3 much work has to be accomplished in

moving particles of the mass through a comparatively considerable space, and a second

or even third blow is therefore required to determine its explosion.

‘ These CiteUmstanees would appear to afford support fox: the belief that the detonation

of an explesiye material threugh the agency of a blow is the result of the development

of heat, sufficient t0 establish energetic Chemical Change, by the expenditure of force in

the compression of the material, or by the friction of the particles against each other,

..eenseque11t upon a motion being momentarily imparted to them. It is conceivable

"that, frem either of these causes, sufficient heat may be accumulated With almost

"instantaneous rapidity, in seme portion of the mass struck:9 to develope sudden chemical
{change >14. The circumstance, that the detonation of those portions of an explosive

compound (such as gun-eotton her nitroglycerine) Which are immediately between the

surfaces of the hammer and the support is hot communicated to the surrounding per-
:tiens, may be ascribed to a combination of two causes, the instantaneous nature of the

I'eXp10s10119 and the close Confinement 0f the portions struck at the instant of their

explosion. The mechanical effect of the detonation is absorbed by the masses efmetal

between Which it occurred, and the gases developed disperse the surrounding portions

of the explosive agent, as they rush away from between the two surfaces. It is possible

alsote detonate gunpowder and ether explosive mixtures by a blow in such a manner

that only the portions immediately stmeh are ignited; but these substances may also

be expletted, though much less Violently, by a less sudden or powerful application of

force, in which case they (ietenate much more feebly; their explosien 12s aeeempahied

by a larger yehtme of flame, and by the ignition of those portions Which surround the

part struck by the hammer.

The exceedingly Violent motion of particles resulting from the sudden 0.1" extremely

rapid transformation of a solid er liquid explosive body into highly expanded gas 01‘

vapour; must obviously exert a force Which operates upon a resisting body, in the

Vicihitya in a manner precisely similar to the force applied by opposing a body in the

at In illustration of the effect of friction of particles of a mass against each other in determining the develop-

ment of an explosion, the following experiment may be quoted. A very porous pellet of a mixture of potassie

chlorate and amerphous phosphorus (carefully purified from ordinary phosphorus) Was placed between two

polished metal plates, and a somewhat rapidly accumulating pressure was then applied; the mass exploded.

almost directly, before, in fact, sufficient force had been expended to convert the loose aggregate of particles

into a compact mass. A second similar pellet, also placed between two polished surfaces, was submitted to

pressure very gradually and carefully applied, and was thus converted into a compact mass Without being

exploded; on afterwards submitting this to rapidly increasing pressure precisely as in the first experiment, a

much more considerable accumulation of force was required to accomplish the explosion of the mass. '
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path of a solid mass Which is set into Very rapid motion. In other words, a detonation

exerts a mechanical effect upon resisting bodies precisely similar to that of a blow, as
from a falling hammer or a projectile propelled from a gun. / Just as the force of a

sufficiently sudden or powerful blow from a hammer is transformed into heat bythe

resistance to the motion of the hammer Which the particles of an opposing body present,

and by the consequent friction established between those particles, so the force or con-
cussive action exerted by the matter set in motion When a Solid or liquid is converted

into gas or vapour, Will also be transformed into heat, the development of Which in an
opposing body Will be proportionate to the resistance to motion Which its particles offer",

and to the suddenness and Violence of the concussion to Which it is subjected.

The power of accomplishing the explosion or detonation of guneeotton or . nitro-

glycerine in open air through the agency of a detonation produced in its Vicinity, would

therefore appear to be correctly asoribable to the heat suddenly developed in s01ne

portion of the mass by the mechanical effect, or blow, exerted by that detonation, and

would seem to be regulated by the violence and suddenness (either singly or combined.)

.Of the detonation, by the extent to Which the explosive material is in a condition to

Oppose resistance to the force, and by the degree of sensitiveuess of the substance to
explosion by percussion.

’lhe following points appear to support this View:---

1. Gu11-ootton,freely exposed, cannot be detonated by any explosive agent less Sudden

and Violent1n its action than n1erourio fulminate. Explosive inixtuies (such as percus-

sion—oap composition, see page 498’, and mixtures of potassio chlorate With potassie

.piorate, 8:0.) Which are apparently but little inferior to the fulminate in the rapidity of

their explosive powers, Will not detonate gun-ootton even though confined charges of

them, amounting to about ten times the quantity of meiouiio fulminate requiied to

produce the effect With perfect oeitainty, ale employed. . ‘

2. On the other hand, nitroglyoeiine, which1s much more readily exploded by a blow
than gun—eotton, may be detonated through the agency of explosive mixtures less Violent

and sudden in their action than the fulminate. A quantity of peronssion-oap composi—

tion,iabout one—half that of the minimum of fulminate required to detonate gun-eotton,
Will suffice to detonate nitroglycerine.

3. If the suddenness of the detonation produced by means of mercuric fulminate be

increased, as described at page 490, by its confinement in a strong envelope, a very much
smaller quantity suffices to develope the detonation of gun-ootton than if the fulininate

be exploded in open air, tor in an envelope Which offers but slight initial resistance.

4:. The mechanical condition of the gun-ootton most materially influences the result

obtained by its exposure to detonation. A considerable compactness or density, and a

consequently great resistance to motion of the particles, is essential for the detonation
of .gun-cotton, as pointed outat page 497. i

,There are, however, several well-known facts, and some results of experiments insti—

tuted with special reference to this subject, Which do not appear to be in harmony With

the assumption that the detonation of nitroglycerine and gun-cotton in the manner
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described is simply due to the suddemzess of the develOpment and application of physical

force. The following are some of the more important facts of this kind :-—-—
1. The circumstance that the explosion of mercuric fulminate accomplished the deto-

nation of gun-cotton, whereas explosive agents less sudden in their action failed to

furnish this result, appeared to render it probable that silver-fulminate, which explodes

more suddenly and with much more powerful local force when applied under the same

conditions, would accomplish the detonation of gun-cotton more readily than the mer-

cury-compound, 27. 6; it was antioipated that a larger amount of the latter would he

needed, than of silver-fulminate, to produce the desired effect. This proved, however,
not to he the case; though apparently not inferior, the silver compounds is in no way

superior to that of the mercuric fulrninate. The minimum quantity of the latter which

can be relied upon to detonate compressed gun-ootton is 0324 grin. (5 grains), and it is
necessary to enclose thatquantity in a case of stout sheet meta1,and to place it in close

contact with the gun-Cotton in order to obtain the desired result (see page 499). 0324
grm. (5 grains) of silver-fulminate enclosed in tin-foil, though it appeared to produce
quite as sharp a detonation as the corresponding quantity of rneroury-salt confined in

the stout case, did not explode gun-Cotton with which it was closely surrounded, but

merely shattered and dispersed the mass. But when enclosed in the stout sheet-metal

cap, the 03 grm. of silver-fuhninate accomplished the detonation of gun-ootton.
2. Iodide of nitrogen, as one of the most sensitive and, apparently, Violently explosive

compounds with which we are acquainted, was next experimented with. The suscepti-

bility to sudden explosion even of silver-fulminate will not bear comparison with that

of the iodide of nitrogen or of the corresponding chlorine compound, though, as regards
the mechanical effect of the explosion (73. 6. its local destructive action) both of those
compounds accomplished decidedly less work than the silver-fulminate under the same

conditions (see page 508). A

Many unsuccessful attempts have been made to explode gun-ootton through the

agency of iodide of nitrogen. Pellets of this substance (weighing about 0'2 grm. and

0'35 grmfit), resting upon paper or thin cardboard, were carefully placed, when perfectly

dry, upon compressed gun-ootton, and were then exploded by being touched with the end

of a long rod; the compact masses of gun-ootton were more or less disintegrated by the

explosions, but no detonation resulted. Indications having been obtained that the Vio-

lence of explosion of the iodide was decidedly increased by its confinement (see p. 492),

two descriptions of small shells chargedwith the substance Were prepared. About 1 grm.

of the iodide was placed, while moist, in a small cup of plaster of Paris, a spherical mass

of the plaster was then formed round this, so that after a time the explosive agent was

enclosed in a hard shell, the walls of which were about 03 inch in thickness. The

shells thus produced were confined for several days in proximity to a desiccating agent,

until it was found by trial of the shells that the perfect desiccation of the iodide of

9* The weights of the masses of iodide of nitrogen used were estimated by first ascertaining the average less

sustained by desiccation of the substance after gentle pressure between bibulous paper, and making allowance

for this loss in the quantities of iodide set aside to dry for experiment.
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nitrogen through the porous plaster shell has been accomplished. These shells were

then allowed to fall from heights of, 4 feet and 20 feet upon masses of compressed gun-

cotton; their explosion simply shattered the latter.

Short tubes of stout sheet copper open at one end only, were charged with 0'75 grm.

cf the moist iodide, and they were then closed with thick plugs of plaster or of tightly

compressed bibulous paper. \Vhen the moisture had been entirely abstracted from the

enclosed iodide through the porous plugs, the shells were carefully transferred to the

surfaces of pellets of compressed gun-cotton, placed under the lower opening of a vertical
iron pipe 20 feet in height, and a weight was allowed to fall down the pipe upon them.

The shells exploded Violently and were broken up and dispersed; but nondetonation 0f the
gun-cotton was effected. The same negative result was obtained with a similar shell

charged with 1 grin. 0f the iodide.
6'5 grms. (100 grains) of this substance were pressed firmly together while moist, and

heaped upon the upper surface of a pellet of compressed gun—cotton 1'25 inch in dia-
meter, which rested upon a flat copper plate 0'05 inch thick. This plate was placed

upon a thick layer of pumice-stone fragments, Ipsaturated with concentrated sulphuric
acid. This arrangement was situatedin open air, and was enclosed under a box which

could be readily and quietly withdrawn from a distance by means of a cord; immediately

over it was fixed a small vessel containing sand, which could be discharged so as to fall
upon the iodide of nitrogen by the pull of a string. After the lapse of five days(during

dry weather), when it was judged that the iodide of nitrogen had dried, the box was

withdrawn and the sand allowed to fall; a Very sharp explosion was the result, but it

was evident from the character of the sound that this was due to the explosion of the

iodide only. The gun-cotton pellet was found to have retained sufficient moisture

(absorbed from the iodide) to interfere with its explosibility; the result of the experi-

ment was therefore not decisive, but it afforded an excellent illustration of the force

exerted by the explosion of that quantity of iodide of nitrogen. The stout copper plate
upon which the pellet rested was bent into the shape of a watch-glass ; the gun—cotton

pellet (which had been produced from the pulp by a pressure of about four tons on the
square inch) was driven into the plate so as to indent the latter considerably, and a

sharp impresSion of some small indentations existing upon the coppersurface was found

upon the lower surface of the pellet. ’ i

The foregoing experiment was repeated with this difference, that the charge of iodide
of nitrogen was placed in a flat-bottcrned capsule of very thin platinum-fcil, the lower
surface of which was in close contact with the pellet of compressed gun-cottcn. The

latter was placed upon a flat ccpper plate (precisely similar to that used in the preceding

experiment), which rested upon a thick layer of fused chloride-of-calciurn fragments,

After a lapse of five days the box which covered this arrangement was withdrawn and

the iodide was exploded as before, without accomplishing the detonation 0f the gun-

cotton. As in the former instance, the compressed pellet was driven into the copper

plate and moulded t0 the cup-shaped indentation produced. The gun-cotton proved in

MDCCCLXIX. 3 Y I
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this instance to be perfectly dry ; this experiment therefore demonstrated decisively that
the detonation could not be accomplished even by So large aquantity as 6'5 guns. of

iodide of nitrogen. '
3. The following experiments were made with chloride of nitrogen, for the purpose of

comparing its poWer to accomplish the detonation of gun-cotton with that of the explo-
sive agents already discussed. About 0'65 grm. (10 grains) *5 of the chloride were trans-
ferred to a thin watch-glass and covered with afilm of water (see p. 492); the watch-

glass was placed upon the upper surface of a pellet of gun-cotton which rested upon the

ground. The chloride of nitrogen was then exploded by means of a long rod the extre-

mity of which was moistened with turpentine. The glass was shattered and dispersed
by the explosion, but the mass of ' gun—cotton was. only to a slight extent disinte-

grated. 1 grin. (154 grains) of the chloride was next employed in precisely the same

manner ; the gun-cotton pellet was not exploded, but was much shattered by the explo-

sion. About 2 guns. (81 grains) of the chloride, applied as before, did not explode the
gun-cotton, but the pellet was completely broken and Violently scattered. A corre-
sponding quantity of the chloride, of which the surface was directly exposed to air, broke

the wateh-glass into numerous fragments, but did not in any way affect the gun-eotton
pellet, which was not even moved from its original position; 3'25 grms. (50 grains) of
the Chloride were next employed in the same manner as the foregoing charges (6. 6. con-

tained in a thin watch-glass and covered with a film of water); in this instance the gun-

cotton was detonated by the explosion of the liquid. The experiment was repeated

with what was estimated to be the same quantity of chloride of nitrogen; the gun-cotton
pellet was not exploded, but was completely disintegrated and scattered-a the effect being

the same as that produced with an amount of mercuric fulminate just below that required

to accomplish the detonation of gun-cotton. It would appear therefore that 3'25 guns.
(50 grains) of chloride of nitrogen, covered with water, is about the minimum quantity

required to accomplish the result attainable with 0'32 grin. of mercuric fulminate enclosed

in a metal case.

The foregoing results obviously do not support the View that the suddenness or

sharpness of a detonation alone favours the development of Violent explosive force from

gun-eotton in open air. The silver-fuhninate produces a mueh‘sharper explosion than

the mercuric fulminate, yet it was not found that a smaller quantity of the former than
of the latter. was required for the detonation of gun-eotton. The explosion of the iodide
and the chloride of nitrogen is certainly more sudden than that of the above fulminates,
unconfined, and at any rate equally so with the confined fulminates; yet it was not found

possible to detOnate gun-ootton by the explosion of 6'5 grins. (100 grains) of the iodide,

in contact with it, and 3°24 grms. (50 grains) of chloride of nitrogen, 0079459260? 5y water,

9“ The weights of the quantities of chloride of nitrogen employed were closely estimated by ascertaining the

weight of corresponding volumes of liquid having the same specific gravity as the chlorine compound. In the

experiments with ehieride of nitrogen; I had the adVantage of assistance from my friend Professor BLOXAM;
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Were required to accomplish the result attained by 0'32 grm. of either of the confined
fulminates, or by 2 grms. 0f the mercuric fulminate, unconfined by any strong envelope

(p. 499).

'With the View of ascertaining whether the relative power of different explosive agents

to accomplish the detonation 0f gun-cotton appears to be in direct proportion to the re-

lative mechanical effects of their explosion (z. 6. t0 the work performed by them upon a

body placed in contact with them), a series of experiments was instituted with the object

of comparing this particular action of the several explosive materials.

A thin and uniform copper sheet was cut up into square pieces of equal dimensions,

and these Were similarly supported at their corners only. Equal quantities of the four

different explosive agents, the mercury- and silver-fulminates and the chloride and iodide

of nitrogen, were employed; in the case of the two former the weights were directly
determined, but in the ease of the latter they were estimated as accurately as possible

by the methods given at pages 504 and 506. In some experiments the fuhninates were

placed in direct contact with the copper, in others, with the View of comparing them

accurately with the iodide of nitrogen, they were placed upon thin cards which. rested

upon the sheet copper. The iodide of nitrogen was always used in this way, but as for

obvious reasons the chloride of nitrogen could not be thus employed, it was placed in

very thin wateh-glasses which rested upon the copper sheet. The force brought to bear

upon the copper support was Obviously not diminished to any important extent by the

expenditure necessitated in the fracture of the thin glass surface.

The following are the results deduced from repeated experiments with a series of dif-
ferent proportions of the several explosive agents. a

The mechanical effect of the explosion of silver-fulminate in small quantities, freely

exfosed 2‘0 65-27”, was decidedly greater than that of the other three substances when 6X-~

ploded under the same conditions. 0'07 grin. (1 grain) of this fulminate produced a'
deep and very sharply defined indentation in the copper sheet. A corresponding quan~

tity' 0f the iodide of nitrogen, made to cover about the same surface of the sheet metal,
produced a decidedly less deep and more rounded indentation. The explosion ofan

equal quantity, and even more than double that amount, of chloride of nitrogen, with

its surface freely exposed to air, did not even break the thin watCh-glass which contained

it; if, however, similar quantities of the liquid were covered with a thin layer of water,

their mechanical action upon the (20pper‘ was decidedly greater than that of the exposed

iodide. 0'07 grin. (1 grain) of mercuric fuhninate, freely exposed, produced no effect

whatever upon the copper sheet, but if enclosed in a thin ease of sheet metal, its mecha-

nical action was greater than that of silver-fulminate when exposed to air, 1 grm.
(155 grains), 1°62 grm. (25 grains), and 3'24 grins. (50 grains) were exploded without

producing any indentation upon the copper, provided that the little heap was inflamed

by the application of a heated body to some portion of their exposed surfaces; but if the

source of heat was. situated at the base of the heap, being entirely enclosed by the fulmi—
3 Y 2
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nate, a very sharp explosion was produced instead of a dull muffled report, and the me—
chanioal effect upon the copper approached in extent that produced by corresponding

quantities of chloride of nitrogen confined by a thin layer of water, though it was still

'Inuoh inferior to that produced by freely exposed silver-fulminate, exploded by its

surface being touched with sulphuric acid. The destructive effect of the mercuric

fulminate was still further increased by placing the charge in a short wide paper

cylinder, freely open at the upper end, and with the source of heat (platinum-wire)

buried deeply in the charge (see p. 498). But the mechanical effects produced by mer-

curic fulminate, exposed to air and inflamed from beneath as described, were not to be
compared to those obtained by enclosing it in cases of sheet metal. 0°15 grin. (1 grain),

thus confined, produced an effect upon’the copper sheet somewhat greater than that of a

corresponding quantity of the silver-fulminate, freely exposed; and a charge of 0'82 grm.

(5 grains), similarly confined, was about equal in Violence of action to 1 grin. (15 grains)
of the unconfined material inflamed at the base of the heap. A comparison of the

effects of larger quantities of the several explosive agents confirmed the foregoing re-

sults. Thus 0'28 grin. (4 grains) of unconfined chloride of nitrogen exerted much less

destruction than an equal quantity of unconfined iodide of nitrogen; but if the former

was confined by a thin layer of water, it was considerably more Violent in its action than

a corresponding quantity of the unconfined silver-fulminate. The 0°28 grin. (4 grains)

of meroury-salt produced no effect upon the copper support; but a similar quantity con-

fined. in a metal tube, exerted a destructive action about equal to that of the unconfined

silver- ulminate.

1 grm. of iodide of nitrogen and a similar quantity of chloride of nitrogen, covered

with a film of water, did no more work than 0'5 grin. of unconfined silver-fulminate ; and

the effect of the latter was exceeded by that of a similar quantity of the mercury-salt

confined in a stout sheet-Inetal cylinder, while 1 grin. of the latter, freely exposed but

inflamed at the base of the heap, exerted a destructive action somewhat inferior to that

of the enclosed chloride of nitrogen. V

It would appear, therefore, from these experiments, that, when unconfined, the Vio-

lenoe of explosion of chloride of nitrogen is less than that of the iodide, and that, if con-
fined under water, it lovery considerably exceeds that of the exposed iodide, but falls

very short of that exerted by unconfined silver-fuhninate. It also appears that the mer-

curic fulminate, which is much less rapidly explosive than either of the other substances,

exerts less mechanical force than any of them, if freely open to air, and if inflamed at

some portion of the exposed surfaces; if ignited at the lower inner portion of the mass,
where the part first inflamed is enclosed by the mass of the material itself, it exerts a

destructive force little inferior to that of the chloride of nitrogen enclosed by water;

but if confined in a strong envelope (6. g. of sheet tin), the mercuric fulminate is greater

in Violence of action than the unconfined silver-fulminate.

These results to a great extent confirm the correctness of the View that the readiness
with which the detonation of gun—cotton is accomplished is in pr0portion to the mecha-
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nical force exerted by the initiative detonation to which it is subjected. The force eX-

erted by small quantities of strongly confined silver— and mercuric fulminate greatly eX-

ceeds that developed by the explosion of comparatively large proportions of the iodide

and chloride of nitrogen. This may be accepted as accounting, to some extent, for the

fact that the detonation of gun-cotton could not be accomplished by an amount of iodide

of nitrogen twenty times greater than that of fulminates required for the purpose, while

ten times the quantity of the confined chloride were required to produce the result.

That the quantity of mercuric fulminate required to produce detonation is reduced in

proportion as means are applied to increase the Violence of the force exerted by it at
one time, is quite in accordance with the above View.

Several curious and apparently anomalous effects were, however, observed in the course

of the numerous experiments referred to in this paper, which suggest the inquiry
whether there may not be some peculiarity in the concussion or powerful Vibration pro-

duced by a particular kind of explosion, which acts apart or distinct from the mechanical
force of that explosion in developing or promoting the detonation or sudden chemical

disintegration of the molecules of a neighbouring explosive body.

The results of a few experiments instituted with nitroglycerine appear to furnish a

decided affirmative reply to that inquiry. A comparison was in the first instance insti-

tuted between the mechanical action of the explosion ofnitroglycerine, and of the other

materials which have been discussed. The charges of nitroglycerine were introduced

into small wide tin tubes, freely open at the upper end or closed by means of a cement,

and their explosion was accomplished by the detonation of a small percussion-cap, just

immersed in or resting upon the liquid, and containing 0'07 grin. (1 grain) of mercuric
fulminate. Nitroglycerine thus, detonated produced a destructive effect upon the copper
support very greatly exceeding that obtained with the same amount of unconfined silver-
fuhninate. As the mechanical force developed by nitroglycerine was so very consider-

able, and as, moreover, the character of its detonation might be expected to bear some

analogy to that of gun-cotton, it was considered probable that the latter might prove

susceptible of detonation by a much smaller proportion of nitroglycerine than it is neces-
sary to employ of the confined fulminates. No success, however, attended repeated

attempts to explode gun-ootton by the detonation of 0'07 grm.v(1 grain) and increasing
charges up to 0'65 grin. (10 grains) of nitroglycerine. At the same time these results
were not quite conclusive, as it was not found easy to ensure the complete detonation of
the liquid by the small fulminate-charge, on account of the difficulty of securing a
favourable adjustment of the detonating cap and the very small quantity (from two to

ten drops) of nitroglycerine used. The experiments were therefore repeated with corre-
sponding quantities of the liquid converted into a thick paste by admixture with ‘sand,

in tin tubes similar to those previously used. The explosion of the nitroglycerine ap-

peared to be rendered more certain by this contrivance, but in order more thoroughly to

ensure its proper detonation, the charge of mercuric fulminate used for that purpose Was
increased to 0'14 grm. (2 grains). Still the detonation of gun-cotton could not be ac-
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complished, although the charge of nitroglycerine was gradually increased to 1 grm.
The disk of compressed gun-cotton which rested upon a support of wood was shattered

almost to dust, portions being driven deeply into the wood, which exhibited an indenta-

tion corresponding to the form of the disk. In order to compare the mechanical effect

of the detonation 0f nitroglycerine with that of the strongly confined fuhninates,

0'65 grin. (10 grains) of the liquid were placed in the small tin tube upon stout sheet

copper and detonated by means of 014 grin. (2 grains) of mercuric fulminate; the work
done upon the copper resembled in extent that accomplished with a corresponding

charge of the confined fuiminate (double the amount required to effect the detonation

ef gunmotton). It appeared evident, therefore, that some power, apart from Vioienoe of
eXplosion, was wanting in nitroglycerine to produce the result obtained with the fulmi-

nate. With a View to obtain still more decided evidence on this point, the experiments

were continued upon a larger scale. Some four-vounce (124'5 grins.) disks of compressed
gunnootton were placed upon thick supports of wood, and confined charges of nitrogly-

cerine, weighing about 0'75 ounce (23'?) grms.),were placed upon these disks and succes-

sively exploded. The pieces of wood were more or less shattered; they were deeply in-

dented (the circumference of the disk being clearly imprinted upon them); and the
gnn=eotton was pulverized and Violently scattered, portions being driven firmly into the

wood, but the desired result was not in any instance accomplished. As a last experi-

ment, the wooden support bearing the disk of gun-ootton with the vessel containing

(238 grms) 0'75 ounce of nitroglycerine, was buried about 6 inches in the ground, the

stiff clay soil being firmly pressed over the whole. The explosion of the nitroglycerine

threw the earth up Violently, the piece of timber Was split across the fibre and shattered

in the centre, and the gun-eotton, in a fine state of division, was found disseminated in

the earth and partly forced into the wood “t.
In contrast to the foregoing resuits, it may be mentioned that small perforated

cylinders of compressed gun-cotton, weighing 7'75 grrns. to 155 grrns. (0°25 oz. to 0'5 02.),
with the usual smafl confined Charge of mercuric fuhninate inserted into the perforation,

have frequently been employed, and invariably without failure, for effecting the detona-

tion of a large disk or slab of gnn-eotton, or of a number arranged side by side in open

air, by simply placing them upon or against any one of the surfaces of the larger mass of

gun-ootton. 1t should also be stated that the detonation of a small quantity of nitro-

glycerine has been found to accomplish the simultaneous explosion of surrounding

charges of that substance closely confined in small vessels of sheet tin, and placed at
distances of 2 or 3 inches from the central charge. Lastly, it was found that the deto—

nation of 7'75 grrns. (6'25 ounce) of gun-cotton determined the explosion, simultaneously
with it, of a Charge of nitrogiycerine confined in a vessel of sheet tin and placed at a

distance of 1 inch from the gun-ootton, while 155 grins. (0'5 ounce) of the latter pro-

duced the same result when separated from the confined nitroglycerine by a space of

3 inches. All these experiments were so conducted that indisputable evidence was

'36 These experiments were repeated with 1 ounce of nitroglycerine, with the same results,
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obtained When the charges had been exploded, or were merely scattered, by the force of

the detonating charge. It Was found in every instance quite impossible to distinguish
any difference in' the suddenness 0r sharpness of the report produced When the detonating

charge alone was exploded, and When'it accomplished the simultaneous firing of neigh~
. bouring charges. . .

The results obtained With nitroglycerine in attempts to detonate gun-cotton through
its agency, appear to me to substantiate the View Which has obtruded itself repeatedly on

my mind upon consideration of many of the phenomena observed in the experiments

detailed in this communication, namely, that a particular explosion or detonation may
possess a power of determining at the instant. of its occurrence similarly Violent explo-

sions in distinct masses of the same material, or in contiguous explosive bodies of other

kinds, Which power is independent of, or auxiliary to, the direct operation of mechanical

force developed by that explosion; that, as a’particular musical Vibration Will establish

synchronous Vibrations in particular bodies While it Will not affect others, and as a che-

mical change may be wrought in a body by its interception of only particular waves of
light", so some kinds of explosions or powerful vibratory impulses may exert a disturbing-

influence over the chemical equilibrium of certain bodies, resulting in their sudden disn

integration, Which other explosions, though developing equal or greater mechanical

_ force, are powerless to exercise. Thus the mechanical force developed by the explosion

of 8'25 grins. (50 grains) of chloride of nitrogen far exceeds that exerted by the explo-

sion of 0'32 grm. (5 grains) of the strongly confined fulminates, yet, in their effects upon
gun-cotton, the substances in question are not on an equality unless employed in about

those proportions. It appears, therefore, that it is necessary to increase greatly the
mechanical force of the explosion to obtain the desired result With chloride of nitrogen,

in order to compensate for the deficiency or absence of some peculiar power possessed
by the explosion of the fulminates. Again, in the case of nitroglycerine, we have a

body Which explodes With a development of force quite as great as that of the strongly

confined fulminates, yet the detonation of gun—eotton could not be accomplished by the

explosion in close contact With it of a quantity of nitroglycerine more than sixty-fiVe

times greater than the amount of mercuric or silver—fulminate required for that purpose.

Do not these facts appear to demonstrate the existence of a remarkable difference in the

character of the concussions or Vibrations produced by exploding the two materials?

I venture to offer the following as being the most satisfactory explanatiOn Which

occurs to me of the remarkable differences just pointed out in the behaviour of different

explosive agents. The Vibrations produced by a particular explosion, if synchronous

With those Which Would result from the explosion of a neighbouring substance Which is
in a state of high chemical tension, Will, by their tendency to deveiope those Vibrations,

either determine the explosion of that substance, or at any rate greatly aid the disturb»

ing effect of mechanical force suddenly applied, While, in the case of another explosion

Which produces Vibrations of different character, the mechanical force applied by its

agency has to operate With little or no aid ; greater force or a more powerful detonation
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must, therefore, be applied in the latter instance, if the explosion of the same substance

is to be accomplished by it. * . o
The power possessed by the Violent explosion of a particular material (such as gun-

cotton or nitroglycerine) to determine the apparently simultaneous explosion of perfectly

separate masses of the same substance, does not excite surprise. Instances ‘of the appa-

rently simultaneous explosion of numerous distinct and even somewhat Widely separated

masses of explosive substances (such as simultaneous explosions in several distinct build-

ings at powder-mills) do not unfrequently occur, in which the generation of a disruptive

impulse by the first or initiative explosion, which is communicated with extreme rapidity
tocontiguous masses of the same nature, appears much more likely to be the operating

cause, than that the simultaneous explosion should be brought about by the direct ope-

ration of heat and mechanical force developed by the starting explosion. In submitting
this proposition I confidently believe that I am not advancing a view Which possesses

any claim to novelty, but that I am only contributing some support, by the result of
experiment, to an opinion which has been strongly entertained by many. a

It appears remarkable that two substances s0 analogous as gun-cotton and nitrogly—

cerine in their chemical constitution and general characters as explosive agents, should
exhibit the very great difi‘erences which have been observed in their " susceptibility to

explosion by the effects of a detonation. An explosive mixture (such as percussion-cap

composition) which will not detonate gun-cotten if used in considerable quantities and

strongly confined, explodes nitroglycerine even if used in as small proportion as 02 grin.
. (3 grains) ; 0'32 grin. (5 grains) of the strongly confined fulminates is required to deto-
nate gun-cotton, while 0'07 grm. (1 grain), and perhaps even less, will explode nitro-

glycerine. The detonation of gun-cotton by means of chloride of nitrogen can only be
accomplished by employing about 3'25 grms. (50 grains) of that substance, while 0'1

‘ grm. (1'5 grain) suffices for the explosion of nitroglycerine. It is obvious from these
results that a comparatively very small amount of mechanical force, suddenly applied,

: suffices to develope the Violent decomposition of nitroglycerine; it is therefore not diffi-

cult to understand why this substance, though incapable of detonating gunecetton, even
when used in considerable quantities, should be itself readily exploded by means of the

latter. It was impossible to determine how small a proportion of gunncotton would

suffice for that purpose, because, in the necessary experiments, the gun-cotton would

have to be placed in very close proximity to, or contact with, the nitroglycerine, in which

case the fulminate-charge required for detonating the gun-cotton would alone much more
than suffice for exploding the- nitroglycerine.

The comparatively very great sensitiveness of this substance to explosion through the

agency of a detonation may probably be ascribable in part to its physical character as a

, liquid, and in part to the fact that the proportion of oxygen to oxidizable elements is

much more considerable. in nitroglycerine than in gun-cotton. '
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In considering themanner in which a detonati011 operates in determining the violent
eXplosion 0f gun—cotton and nitroglycerine in open air, I have, for the sake of simplicity,
confined myself to an examination of the manner in which those particular explosive“

substances are affected by the disturbing agency in question. It must not, however, be

supposed that the power to exert a Violent explosive action, when unconfined or partly

exposed to air, is limited tee explosive compounds. A few experiments instituted with

explosive mixtures (produced by the intimate incorporation of powerful oxidizing agents

and readily oxidizable substances, the combustion of which furnishes gases or vapours)

have demonstrated that the destructive or explosive force of these may also be fully

developed under conditions most unfavourable to their operation as explosive agents,
under ordinary circumstances, if they are submitted to the influence of a detcnatt'on.
Mixtures of potassic chlorate with the sulphides of antimony or arsenic, with potassic

ferrc- or ferri-cyanide, with potassic picrate, and other explosive mixtures of similar

nature, and lastly even gunpowder, have been readily made to explode, when unconfined,

With the full force which they are capable of exerting; by being placed in contact with
a confined charge of mercuric fulminate. As far as could be determined by small c0111-

parative experiments, the readiness with which the Violent eXplosion of these mixtures

can be developed is, as might be anticipated, in direct proportion to their sensitiveness
t0 explosion by percussion. Thus a mixture of the potassic picrate and chlorate, freely

exposed to air, is exploded apparently with as much facility as gun-cottcn by the deto-

nation of a small fulminatea-charge, and the Violence of the explosion approaches that of

gun-cotton fired under the same conditions. The detonation of a freely exposed mixture

of the chlorate with sulphide 0f antimony is somewhat less readily accomplished, and
the Vielent explosion of gunpowder requires the fulfilment of special conditions favour-

able to the action of the detonating charge of fulminate. If the grains of a small charge
of powder be merely heaped *upon a flat surface, the case which contains the fulminate
being inserted into the heap, they are simply scattered by the detonation 0f the fulmi—

mate; but if a corresponding quantity of gunpowder be so arranged that the dispersion.

of the grains is impeded (as by placing it in a cylinder quite open at the upper end), its

Violent explosion1s accomplished with certainty.

The follOWing expeliment affords an illustration of the difference111 effect between
the ignition 0f gunpowder in the ordinary manner, and by detonation, under precisely

similar conditions. A small iron cylinder (4 inches long, 0'15 inch thick,» and 1. inch

internal diameter, closed at one end) was inserted into heavy clay soil so that its opening

was en a level with the surface, and the earth was firmly rammed round it. The cylinder

was then filled with fine-grain gunpowder, into the centre of which an ordinary electric

fuse (primed with meal pewder) was inserted. When the latter was ignited, the powder
exploded with a dull report, and the force was entirely directed upwards, no eflbct being

produced upon the cylinder or upon its position in the grouhd. A second precisely

similar cylinder, enveloped by earth in the same way, was filled with sand, into which

was inserted an electric fuse primed with mercuric fulminate. The explosion of the

MDCCCLXIX. ’3 z
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_ buried fuse did not displace the cylinder, but had the effect of bulging it somewhat in

the centre and cracking it slightly inone place. A third similar cylinder was filled with
gunpowder, and an electric fuse primed with a corresponding quantity of fulminate to

that used in the preceding experiment, was inserted, the mouth of the cylinder being

left quite open, as in the other instances. The explosion of the powder was attended

by .a sharp report, the cylinder was rent into several pieces, which were scattered about,

and a cavity was formed in the ground, the earth being projected to a considerable

distance. The effect was, in fact, similar to what would have been produced had the

powder-charge been in a buried and tightly closed shell. Similar results were obtained

in other experiments, confirmatory of the power possessed by a detonation to develope

the explosive force of gunpowder, under conditions antagonistic to the Violent action of

the latter under ordinary circumstances.

The results of a few experiments instituted with small charges of gunpowder (8 ozs.

and 1 lb.) appeared to furnish decisive indications that their explosion through the

agency of a detonation was considerably more rapid than, when flame was applied to

their ignition under correspondingconditions. The charges were enclosed in sheet-tin

cases closely resembling each other, and these were buried in the ground at depths of
18 inches in holes of corresponding dimensions, the earth being rammed down tightly
upon the charges in the same manner, and by the same operator, in each instance. They

contained electric fuses which, on the one hand, were primed in the ordinary way with

meal powder, and, on the other, with mercuric fulminate. In the instance of the ordi-

nary fuses, the explosion of the charges produced clear holes, the earth being partly

piled up around, and partly scattered; but in the case of the charges fired with deto-

nating fuses, much of the earth was thrown up vertically with considerable Violence,

but there was very little scattering effect, the hole being to a great extent filled up again
by the earth momentarily displaced*.

That the explosion of gunncotton through the agency of detonation exerts a more

Violently destructive action than its explosion when strongly confined, by the simple

agency of heat, has been abundantly proved by blasting operations in various descrip-

tions of rock, and by measurement of the comparative destructive efiect of charges

exploded under water. Charges of gun-cotton contained in blast-holes, and having a

detonating fuse inserted in or placed immediately over them, have produced much

greater rending and shattering efieets in hard rock and in wood (although the blast»

holes were left entirely open, or only filled with loose sand, earth, or powdered rock)

than corresponding charges applied in similar positions, but fired with ordinary fuses,

although in the latter instances the gun-ootton was confined by “tamping,” or firmly

closing the blast-hole to a considerable depth. A series of systematic experiments have

been carried on at Chatham by the Government Committee on Floating Obstructions,

*6 The relative displacing powers of pbwder-charges fired under similar conditions by the two modes of igni—

tion has since been made the subject of practical experiments at the Royal Engineer Establishment, Chatham

(Nov. 1869).
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with the view of comparing the destructive power of gunpowder and gun-cotton, in which ,

charges (of these materials were exploded in proximity to submerged targets, with syste-

matic variations of the strength of the cases containing the charges, the depth of their

immersion beneath the surface, and their distances from the targets. The results of these
experiments warranted the conclusion that gun-cotton, when confined in cases of suffi-

cient strength to develope its full explosive action, exerted a destructive effect equal to

about five times that of gunpowder. A few experiments to compare with these have

been recently instituted With charges of gun-cottcn enclosed in thin sheet-Inetal cases

and exploded by means of detonating fuses, and in these the destructive action upon

vertical targets, placed at very considerable distances from the charges, was from ten to
twelve times greater than that of gunpowder. The concussion imparted through the

water to considerable distances, by the eXplosion of small charges (2 t0 3 1b.) of gun-

cotton in the new manner, very greatly exceeded in their effects the results produced

by the explosion of submerged charges by the ordinary method.

A series of experiments has been instituted with the object of ascertaining whether

the remarkable results obtained by exploding gun-cotton through the agency of a deto-

nation were in any way ascribable to a peculiarity in the results of the metamorphosis.

Known weights. of gun-cotton have been exploded in vacuo by means of a small deto-
nating fuse, and the volume of gas produced accurately determined. Afterdeducting

the volume furnished by the fuse employed, the results obtained corresponded very

closely to those furnished by exploding shells, charged with gun-cotton, through the
agency of a heated platinum-wire, under precisely similar conditions. The products of

explosion of the detonated gun-cotton have been submitted to complete analysis, and

the results (Which will be given in detail in a memoir “ On the Results of Explosicn 0f

Gun-cctton ” which I hope shortly to submit to the Royal Society) did not differ in any

very important respect from those obtained by the most complete metamorphosis of the

substance when exploded in strong shells under ordinary conditions. As the chemical

change sustained by the decomposition of gun—cotton, when exploded through the agency

of a detonation, cannot be said to differ in completeness from that consequent upon a ful-

filment 0f the ordinary conditions essential toithe development of its full explosive force,

the increased destructive effect developed by the explosion of gun-cotton through the

agency of a detonation must obviously be ascribed to the greater rapidity of its explosion

under these conditions. This conclusion appears to receive confirmation from some of

the results of a series of practical blasting operations which I have recently conducted at

Allenheads, in conjunction with THOMAS SOPWITH, M.A., F.R.S., from which it appeared

that, while the splitting and shattering effects upon hard rock was much greater with

“ detonated” gun-cotton than with charges of this material exploded in the ordinary

way, the displacement or projection of the broken rock appeared decidedly less consider-

able 91%. Again, the work accomplished in the way of displacement in a comparatively soft

and yielding material, such as a very friable rock (6. g. chalk or soft limestone), is less

*3 These results are borne out by recent experiments at Portsmouth upon the demolition of fortifications.-——

November 1869. '
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considerable than When the more gradual explosion of gun-cotton is brought about by
the usual mode of firing. In the case of the detonation of gun-cotton imbedded in
such material, the force Which is applied With comparative suddenness is to a consider-

able extent expended in the disintegration and compression of the surrounding material,

before there is time for motion to be communicated through any considerable mass of
the rock. i . . *
A further indication of the difference in the rapidity of explosion of gun-cotton by

detonation and by the simple application of heat is furnished by the difference in the
luminous effect observed in the two instances. The ordinary explosion of gun—cotton is

attended by a considerable body of flame, due to the ignition of the generated carbonic
oxide; but the detonation of gun-cOtton is only attended by a sudden flash, Which it is

very difficult to observe in daylight if only small quantities are exploded. The trans—

formation of the solid into gas appears, in fact, to be too sudden for the generated com-

bustible gas to become inflamed.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to refer briefly to a few illustrations of the
a important bearings Which the new mode of developing the explosive force of gun-ootton

has upon the practical uses of the material as a destructive agent. The confinement

of a charge of gunpowder or gun-cotton in a blast-hole, by firmly closing up the latter

With earth, powdered rock, or other compressible material (by the process known as

tamping or stemming) to a depth greater than the line of least resistance opposed to
the action of the charge, is essential to the success of a blasting operation; but the great

rapidity of explosion, by detonation, of a charge of gun§eotton greatly reduces the value

of this operation; the destructive effect of the material, When exploded in a hole Which
is left open, is not inferior in extent to that obtained by similarly exploding a charge

confined in the usual manner. Thus the most dangerous operation in connexion With

blasting may be entirely dispensed With*. In submarine operations, it'is no longer

necessary to enclose the charge of explosive agent in the strong and therefore cumber-

some metal receptacles hitherto required to ensure the full develoPment of its explosive
force ; the destructive action of a charge of gun-cotton, enclosed in a waterproof bag or
thin glass Vessel and exploded by detonation, being decidedly greater than that furnished
by a corresponding Charge confined in a strong iron vessel and exploded by flame. Small
Charges of gun-cotton simply resting upon the upper surfaces, or loosely inserted into
natural cavities, of very large masses of the hardest description of rock or of iron, have
broken these. up as effectually as if corresponding charges had been firmly imbedded in
the centre of the mass and exploded in the usual manner. Lastly, the certainty, facility,
and expedition With Which certain important military destructive operations may be
accomplished by'means of gun-cotton exploded by detonation, are not among the least
important advantageswhich are now secured to this interesting and remarkable explo-
sive agent.

‘* This observation does not apply equally to large charges, such as are used in some military operations, for
the placing of Which it is necessary to sink or drive shafts 0r openings of large dimensions.


